
 

SE 110.53 Equilibrium in a Single Plane, Statically Determinate System

 

The picture shows SE 110.53 in the frame SE 112. 

* States of equilibrium and the reaction forces in
   a ladder 

Technical Description
The experiment is an example of the application of static conditions of
equilibrium, in particular the important principle of "freeing". 
  The main element of the experiment is the model of a ladder, with a
movable clamped weight. The reaction at the "wall" is free while that at
the baseof the ladder is fixed or pin jointed. The effective reactions can
be fully compensated by attaching cable forces in x and y direction. The
ladder is in a state of equilibrium, without changing its angular position
and without need of the structural bearings. The ladder is "free". For
students, that is a persuasive example of the principle of "freeing" in
statics. 
  The various elements of the experiment are clearly laid-out and housed 
securely in a storage system. The complete experimental set-up is 
arranged in the frame SE 112. 
  The well-structured instructional material sets out the fundamentals and 
provides a step-by-step guide through the experiments. 

Learning Objectives / Experiments
Experimental investigation of the important principle of 
"freeing" in statics 
- Calculation of the reactions for a given position of  
  the clamped weight and for a known angle of  
  inclination 
- Application of the first and second conditions of  
  equilibrium in statics 
- Full compensation for the reactions by cable forces 
- Influence of the position of the clamped weight on 
  the reactions 
- Influence of the angle of inclination on the reactions 
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SE 110.53 Equilibrium in a Single Plane, Statically Determinate System

1 reactions (movable bearing),  2 clamped weight,  3 ladder,  4 clampable deflection 
roller,  5 reactions (fixed bearing),  6 cable,  7 weight set,  8 frame SE 112 
  

Free body diagram of the inclined ladder:  
red: vertical reactions,  blue: horizontal reactions, black: applied force 
  

1 movable bearing,  2 fixed bearing;  FG applied force;  
red: cable with weights, compensating for the vertical bearing force  
blue: cables with weights, compensating for the horizontal bearing forces 

Specification
[1] Investigation of the static principle of "freeing" 
[2] Full compensation for the reactions by cable forces
[3] Movable clamped weight 
[4] 2 reactions (1x pin joined, 1x free) 
[5] 3 deflection rollers 
[6] Steel rule with millimetre scale 
[7] Storage system to house the components 
[8] Experimental set-up in frame SE 112 
  

Technical Data
Ladder 
- length: 650mm 
- weight: 2N 
- integrated scale, graduations: 1mm 
Clamped weight 
- weight: 20N 
Weight sets 
- 3x 1N (hangers) 
- 9x 5N 
- 12x 1N 
Bearings: 2, clampable to mounting frame 
Steel rule 
- length: 1000mm, graduations: 1mm 
  

Dimensions and Weight
Weight: approx. 16 kg 

Scope of Delivery
1 model of a ladder 
2 support bearings 
3 pulley units 
3 sets of weights 
1 clamped weight 
3 cables 
1 steel rule 
1 storage system 
1 set of instructional material 

Order Details

022.11053  SE 110.53  Equilibrium in a Single 
                    Plane, Statically Determinate System 
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